CREGO BLOCK COMPANY

is pleased to introduce a new building material system to the construction industry of New Mexico.

In our newly completed facility, we will be producing precast/prestressed concrete hollow core slabs and other related precast building components.

DY-CORE may be integrated into practically any type of structural system—loadbearing masonry, steel, structural concrete, etc.

We will be providing complete sales and technical services to assist you in the use of the DY-CORE structural system.

6026 SECOND STREET, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87107

(505) 345-4451
I recently read a brief news report which illustrates the mental idiopathy* suffered by the Washington, D.C. bureaucratic community. OSHA, the federal agency established by the occasional, but well meaning, insanity of Congress to protect the American worker from the perils of job related accidents, has issued a new protective regulation. To safeguard workers from being crushed by the unexpected and/or sudden backing-up of forklift vehicles and backhoes OSHA has required such vehicles to be equipped with automatic buzzers which squawk loudly as the vehicles are shifted into reverse.

Apparently, the devices work too well. The required level of sound emanating from them has caused severe ear damage to the workers in warehouses. OSHA officials have sought to protect these workers from this new health hazard. They have issued regulations requiring such workers to wear ear plugs, but the safety buzzers remain, however. While the ear plugs save the eardrums from damage, the worker is, of course, crushed by the squawking forklifts backing over their ear plugged bodies!!

Insanity rules and builds upon insanity. Regulation piles upon regulation. Oh why, oh why do we "sap" citizens continue to put up with such Orwellian Big Brotherism? —JPC

*Idiopathy—"A desire of unknown or obscure cause; a primary or spontaneous disease."
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AZTEC MEANS...
ONE STOP FLOOR COVERINGS

IMPORTED CERAMIC TILES
Italian, glazed quarry mosaics, and unglazed quarry

CARPET
Full line of residential, commercial and kitchen carpets — Oriental rugs, runners and area rugs

SHEET VINYL
Armstrong, Mannington, Congoleum, GAF

WALL PAPER
Over 200 books in stock

MEXICAN TALAVERA AND SALTILLO TILES

DECORATIVE CONSULTANTS AVAILABLE

AZTEC TILE and CARPET
SINCE 1960

2520 SAN MATEO N.E.
PHONE 265-9579

When architect Dick Waggoner designed this 6,800 square-foot Roswell, New Mexico home, his associate Tom Rodgers specified the fastest, toughest — yet most cost-efficient — joist in the West. The TJI from Trus Joist.

Meet the fastest, toughest joist in the West.

A major factor was time. And the TJI allowed Brackeen Construction to save a lot of it: according to Tom Rodgers, it took just two hours to lay in the roof slope — unheard of with ordinary solid-sawn joists.

The TJI has a wide nailing surface, yet it's much lighter in weight than ordinary joists. And it's about 30% stronger. So the TJI works harder, but the tradesmen don't.

"It took just two hours to lay in the roof slope."

The secret of the TJI's remarkable performance lies in its unique, patented design and a revolutionary new flange material called Micro = Lam,' a laminated veneer lumber that's being acclaimed the most exciting new wood fiber development since plywood.

If you'd like to know more about the fastest, toughest, most cost-efficient joist in the West, call us.

In Albuquerque, call McGill Stephens, Inc.
300 Virginia SE, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108
Phone 505/265-5935

In El Paso, call McGill Stephens, Inc.
4100 Rio Bravo St., Suite 320, El Paso, Texas 79902
Phone 915/544-4505
ALUMINUM SALES OFFERS THIS LITERATURE TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS AND OTHER SPEC WRITERS

The ten-point Spec-Data™ format has been reproduced from publications copyrighted by CSI, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, and used by permission of The Construction Specifications Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C. 20036.

ZIP-RIB™ ALUMINUM ROOFING & SIDING
Preformed aluminum roofing and siding panels that zip together mechanically over a concealed anchor system without through fasteners, and designed to allow thermal movement. Natural mill finish or fluorocarbon baked enamel colors. Non-insulated or insulated.

Electrically operated zipper tool roll-forms a uniform positive closure. It is self-propelled at speeds up to 50 ft. per minute in either direction on roofs or walls.

HAVE YOU USED S-G II LATELY?
A GREAT NEW PRODUCT. LET US PROVE IT.

NEW SPECTRA-GLAZE® II satin-gloss masonry units are AMAZINGLY EASY TO CLEAN DOWN, CLEAN AND KEEP CLEAN!

- Build & finish in one operation. Thru-wall, load-bearing units eliminate expense of back-up wall.
- Permanent, sanitary, factory finish. Low maintenance. No refurbishing ever!
- Cannot peel or blister. Impervious to moisture, even steam cleaning.
- Resistant to chemicals—acids, bases, petro-chemicals, etc.
- Meets Fed. Spec. SS-C-621b for pre-faced, concrete masonry units.
- Excellent U-Factors.
- Job-site delivery.
- Plain, sculptured & design faces. 48 standard colors. 5.4/4/bu in SWEETS.

* Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., Canada and other countries by THE BURNS & RUSSELL CO.

YOU SAVE WITH STRUCTURAL GLAZED CONCRETE BLOCK WALLS

FEATHERLITE BLOCK CO., Box 489, Lubbock, TX 79408
FEATHERLITE BUILDING PRODUCTS CO., Box 9977, El Paso, TX 79990
CREGO BLOCK CO., INC., 6026 2nd St. NW, Albuquerque NM 87107

806/763-8320
915/859-9171
505/344-3475
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The Heltons of Terre Haute, Indiana. Three generations of craftsmen, and proud of it.

Elza Helton is on the left. He's been laying brick since 1919. Jim, on the right, has been a mason since the late 1940s. Rick is a relative newcomer with five years of journeyman experience on top of his three-year apprenticeship. Every time he lays a brick, Rick brings to the task the accumulated skills, experience and pride of three generations; and every wall he builds reflects those attributes.

Masonry is a unique building system. The inherent quality of the materials — of brick, block, stone, or tile — is one reason. Men like the Heltons are the other. Their craftsmanship is what gives a masonry wall its beauty, permanence, and durability. Their skill is what makes a masonry wall air-tight, water-tight, sound-resistant and fire-safe. Masonry craftsmen build walls that save money, cut heating and cooling bills, and need virtually no maintenance.

It's a winning combination — the best building materials ever devised, and human skill and pride in using them well.

INTERNATIONAL MASONRY INSTITUTE
(The Bricklayers' International Union and the Mason Contractors in the U.S. and Canada)
823 Fifteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
202/783 3908

MASON CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF NEW MEXICO
Biennial AustralAsian Architecture and Architectural Education Conference held in Brisbane, Australia. Dr. Wolfgang F. E. Preiser, a professor of architecture and architectural education at the University of New Mexico, was a keynote speaker at the conference. Preiser's topic was "Application of the Social Sciences in Architecture and Architectural Education." He received a travel grant from the National Science Foundation to attend the conference.

The White House Conference on Small Business by New Mexico Congressman Harold Runnels. The Conference is designed to encourage the establishment of small businesses. It will formulate policy recommendations to be presented to the President in the spring of 1980. The Conference hopes to encourage the establishment and growth of America's small business.

The Association For Preservation Technology (APT) has issued a directory entitled "Who Is Doing What In Historic Preservation." The directory contains an extensive listing of over 1700 individuals and firms in the United States, Canada and other countries participating in the historic preservation of buildings, structures, landscapes, industrial sites and the decorative arts.

The second volume of the National Register of Historic Places, describing nearly 5,000 properties added to the National Register during 1975 and 1976, has been published by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service (HCRS), Interior Secretary Cecil D. Andrus announced today.

Volume II of the National Register of Historic Places is the Nation's official list of properties of historic and cultural value worthy of preservation. It describes publicly and privately owned districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture.

Volume II, published in 1978, describes about 9,500 properties placed on the National Register from its creation in 1966 through 1974. The directory is cross-referenced by "fields of interest" and "geographic location" of the members of APT. The 105 page, paper-back book may be obtained from the Association offices for $10.00 - Non-members, or $5.00 - members of APT. Please include .75 for mailing.

The July, 1979 issue of the New Mexico Historical Review contains an article by Arthur L. DeVolder honoring John Gaw Meem, FAIA. The article outlines the life and architecture of the famous Santa Fe architect. Mr. DeVolder discusses the influences which shaped the man and his architecture, and the influences which John Gaw Meem has imprinted upon the architectural scene of New Mexico.

The Review is published by the History Department of the University of New Mexico. Copies of the July issue can be obtained from the History Department. Subscriptions are $8.00 per year; address the Subscription Manager, New Mexico Historical Review, Mesa Vista 1013, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87131.
Replace with Andersen windows now.

Snug-fitting design. Two times more weathertight than industry infiltration standards to help save on heating costs.

Energy-saving double-pane insulating glass. Two times more effective at reducing conducted heat loss than single panes. Triple glazing options.

Easy replacement installation. Wood or Perma-Shield windows, we've got all it takes to fit nearly every size opening.

Low cost. Fast, easy installation makes the total cost of quality Andersen windows more affordable.

Smooth easy operation.

Long life, low upkeep. Rigid vinyl sheathed exterior doesn't chip, flake, blister or peel. Won't pit, rust, or corrode. Won't need repainting every few years.

Insulating wood core.

Don't suffer through another season. Replace your worn out, leaky, drafty metal or wood windows now with famous Andersen Perma-Shield™ windows. They're designed to last, stay beautiful and operate smoothly for years. And they'll help cut heating costs through winter's meanest months. Whatever size or style you need, call us right now.

SANTA FE LUMBER & MILLWORK
Sawmill & Rodeo Roads P. O. Box 133 Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
The Old Otto House: Clayton

by Agnesa Lufkin

A fifteen-year-old boy, sitting at a cobbler's bench and dreaming of wealth in far-off America - it's not hard to imagine that scene in late nineteenth century Germany, at the beginning of the Great Immigration. Millions came, from all parts of Europe, and some did realize their dreams - land, money and mansions. The mansions adorn cities in every part of the United States, including the West, and one of them adds distinction to the architectural makeup of Clayton, New Mexico.

Fifty miles from the Texas panhandle town of Dalhart, and a hundred miles from Raton on the Colorado border, Clayton, population 3,000, is in the middle of ranch country, and ranch money paid for its most notable residence, the "old Otto house." Built in 1904 by sheepman Christian Otto, the house is a monument to that definitive American success story, the immigrant boy who made good.

Christian Otto, born in Germany in 1853, arrived in New York in 1868, thereby escaping the compulsory two years service in the German military which would have faced him at sixteen. From New York he went to the German community in St. Louis and then to Waterloo, Iowa, but his difficulty with the language and general homesickness made him restless. It wasn't long before he boarded a westbound train and, sustained by a boiled buffalo tongue he bought for sixty-five cents at the Cheyenne train station, traveled hopefully to California.

In Red Bluff, California, Otto first worked as a shoemaker, the trade he had learned in Germany, and then was able, after several years, to save enough to buy the boot shop. He was in business for himself. By the early 1880's he had switched his investment to the sheep business, and joined forces with another German immigrant, Charles Schleter. Otto would buy a flock in California and drive them to Wyoming in the spring. However, the Wyoming climate was severe and the sheeplemen began to head farther south to Colorado, in Denver holding the herd on the land which would later be the site of the Brown Palace Hotel.

Weather and misfortune would push them farther and farther south. In 1884 they wintered at Fine Ernest's ranch in Byers, Colorado, and the next spring camped at the foot of Greenhorn Mountain, where 600 head died from eating wild larkspur. In the winter of 1885 half the herd died because of hard conditions - grass on the mesa and water at the bottom of a steep...
canyon. That summer they went down to Los Cedros Ranch, in what is now Union County, New Mexico, and this was the country where they prospered. By 1890 Otto was able to buy 3,900 acres of land near Clayton; Otto and Schleter were both wealthy men.

In 1893 Christian Otto demonstrated his wealth by building his first mansion on the five-acre site at the northwest edge of the town of Clayton. When the house burned in 1904, he rebuilt immediately.

The present house was built in 1904 on the foundations of the older structure, except for the tower at the northeast corner. This tower was a fashionable (in 1904) addition requested by Mrs. Otto. According to John Otto, the Christian Otto's son, the builder was A. M. Blake of Trinidad, and the 3500 square foot house cost $10,000. When the present owners were working on the walls they found under the exterior wood siding, first 7/8 inch sheeting, then 4" adobe, 4" dead air space and finally 3/8" lath and plaster on the interior. This seems to have been what is called in the area "adobe filled" - that is, the wall is framed with 2 by 4 or 2 by 6 studs and the spaces between the studs filled with adobe bricks placed on edge.

The two-story frame displays a restrained Queen Anne style, the corner tower its most fanciful expression. Painted a soft gray-green with darker green trim, it blends into a sympathetic setting of surrounding trees and generous lawn. The ornamental details include a gable bargeboard with sunburst and circle-pierced edging, a bold cornice supported by carved brackets, and a porch distinguished by fat wooden columns below and a Chippendale-style balustrade above.

The addition of windows has converted the porch into a garden room, in part replacing a conservatory which formerly opened off the living room. Many porches in Clayton are glassed in, a practical approach to the exigencies of the weather on the eastern New Mexico plains.

If it were not for the homely air of the porch, the entrance to the fourteen room mansion would be quite formal, opening into the 16 by 22 foot entrance hall with its staircase rising on the right. The stair is handsome if not elaborate. It has stock turned balusters and handrail ending in a square newel with applied molding and a footed ball finial.

Double doors which slide into wall pockets separate the hall from the living room at left. This large, high-ceilinged room now has a fireplace opposite the hall doors, but it is a recent addition. Clayton is situated in grasslands, not timber, and when the house was built firewood was too difficult to get. Another pair of sliding doors opens from the living room to a dining room of equal size; large multi-paned windows make this a very attractive room. According to Clara Toombs Harvey, a Clayton resident since 1895 and author of a history of Union County, the dining room table could seat forty guests and the Ottos set it elaborately with damask and silver. As a child, Mrs. Harvey was impressed with the servant's bell placed under the table near Mrs. Otto's foot.
Two large stair halls give the Otto house an open feeling, add drama to each floor.

Second floor bedroom is spiced with wooden tracery at alcove.

The house was well designed for entertaining. Mrs. Harvey says the hall, "formal parlor" and dining room were thrown together for dancing and other large affairs, and refers to the Ottos' daughter Myldreth remembering "the carpets being covered with wagon sheets upon which wax candles were shaved to make the floor suitable for dancing...the canvas sheets were drawn tight and fastened to the baseboards, then the wax applied."

To the right of the entrance hall were two rooms, the music room in front with a round alcove in its corner tower, and back of it the library. These rooms have now been combined to create a master bedroom. Across the opening to the alcove a band of flat wood tracery suggests an arch, one of the interior details which shows the most Queen Anne exuberance.

Moldings used throughout the house are typical of the era, and of other residences in Clayton. They are six-inch-wide facings, flat except for grooves on either side of a center half-round, the corners filled by six-inch squares with a circle motif at the center.

The kitchen is at center back. Originally it was designed to be used by servants, of course, and offered no more or less than any similar kitchen of its time. The present owners have greatly enlarged the area, incorporating two porches, as well as opening the entirety to the front hall through double French doors. Back of the library is a bathroom - original with the house - and a back stairway. Both the second stair and the bath's six-foot walnut-rimmed enameled tub were noteworthy in the Clayton of 1904.

Upstairs, the Otto house is much more spacious than many of its time, owing largely to the upper hall which repeats the generous dimensions of the lower. This hall is lighted by French doors onto a deck above the front porch, and from it open six bedrooms and one bath. The front bedroom over the former music room also retains the lacy woodwork at its tower alcove.

Outbuildings on the property include a carriage house - local legend has it that the two Otto children were transported to and from school in the carriage - and a commissary. The latter was the distribution point for supplies destined first for the various houses on the ranch, and then to the sheepherders who would load their packs on burros before heading out to the range.

Mrs. Otto enjoyed her grand new home less than a year. She died in 1905, leaving two young children. A housekeeper was brought to Clayton to look after them and subsequently married her employer. The second Mrs. Otto, according to some of the family's old acquaintances, was not inclined to be sociable with the townpeople and disassociated the children also, sending them back East to school. Christian Otto himself continued to be prosperous and influential until his death in 1932; among other things he was the part owner of the largest hardware and general store in the area, the Otto-Johnson Mercantile Company.

After Otto's death, the house slipped into a decline. For years it was lived in only by a female relative, and then locked up, still furnished but uninhabited. Trees
and shrubs grew until the house was hidden in its own
grove; children whispered that it was haunted and
hurried past. Then in 1969 Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Kimble,
Jr., moved to Clayton from their ranch, bought the
"old Otto house" and started the enormous job of
restoring and preserving it. Now, after nine years, the
house shows it is well cared for again, resplendent
with refinished woodwork and new flowered carpets.

More than a hundred years after Christian Otto
landed in New York, his house stands solid and im­
pressive with a touch of the fanciful in its tower and
trim. It might be making a strong, if silent, statement
about imagination and hard work and what a
shoemaker's apprentice in the old country could
become in Clayton, New Mexico.

SOURCES

The facts of Christian Otto's life were taken primarily from Clara
Toombs Harvey's Not So Wild, the Old West (Denver: Golden Bell),
1961.

Other sources:

Thompson, Goldianne. Clayton, the Friendly Town in Union County,
New Mexico (by) Mrs. Harry Thompson (and) Wm. H. Halley.
Twitchell, Ralph Emerson. The Leading Facts of New Mexican History,
Vol. IV (Cedar Rapids: Torch), 1917
Union County Leader, 23 April 1969, p. B3.

Carriage house - the end with the high roof accom­
modated the carriage - behind the Otto house, and the
plains just beyond.

NMA POETRY CORNER

On the subject of Post Modernism we offer the following song to
lift your fall and winter spirits which proves that our architectural
students are keeping up the creative traditions. These new words to
"The Street Where You Live" are by Mark Denton and Scott Finn,
both class of 1980. School of Architecture, Yale University.

I have often walked down these halls before.
But I've never had to choose a style to use before.
Turning back a page, for it's all the rage
I'll design in the Post-Modern Style.

I will cast out Mies; call the Bauhaus bad;
Say the Internation Style was just a silly fad.
Free now under Moore, less is just a bore.
I'll design in the Post Modern Style.

From Venturi's books, there is much to learn.
I'd love to do a luscious house like Robert Stern;
And for ornament, a broken pediment.
I'll design in the Post Modern Style.

And OH, the wonderful feeling
Just to know that anything goes
But from the confusion I'm reeling
Can a metaphor shed rain when painted rose?

There's so much to learn
I've so much to know
Bottecelli, Borromini, Michelangelo;
All this history, it should set me free
To design in the Post Modern Style.

And then look at Phil, who has done it all:
Cromium steel and tinted glass make up a curtail wal.
But that Chippendale, it's so out of scale!!
Can I design in the Post Modern Style?

So I've thought it through, and I have to say:
That Post-Modernism isn't really here to stay.
Looks like Corb was right - I'll go back to WHITE!
And to hell with the Post Modern Style!!

We are indebted to Mr. Denton, Mr. Finn and to the Alumni News­
letter, School of Architecture, Yale University.
So You’re Going to Build a New......!

By Laban W. Wingert, AIA, Architect

Regardless of whether it is a new office building, school, factory, laboratory or hospital that you are going to build and regardless of your relationship to the project as financier, developer, board member, trustee or administrator, there are some things of which you should be aware about planning and designing that new building. Now that you’re going to build a new facility, what do you do next? Hire an architect of course! But wait, what is it that the architect is going to design for you? Believe it or not, “what is it” seldom is identified adequately. Read on and find out a few things that you should do and a few things that your architect should do before (s)he starts to design that new building.

In the architectural profession the “what it is” is called the program. Within the profession, however, there is not a universally accepted definition of a program, although it is usually considered by both architects and clients to be a list of spaces that must be incorporated within the building. Because of lack of accord as to what constitutes a program and because development of a program by the architect is considered as an extra service, whatever the client takes his architect as the “program” usually is accepted unblinkingly. From that “program” the architect will begin to design something.

At this point you may ask yourself so what does this have to do with you and the new building -- you know how much you want to spend, you know how big it has to be and you’ve got a site. Let’s get on with the design! Please read on. It may save you a lot of money and it should certainly provide you a better building.

In 1973 the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) instituted a new professional registration examination for architects. Twenty-five percent of the new examination is devoted to programming. For the first time in the history of the profession programming was defined by the NCARB as “problem seeking”. The implication of that definition is far-reaching and may have a bearing upon that up-coming project of yours.

Converting the verb programming to the noun program, it may be inferred that the program is the problem. Now if that is so, does the traditional perception of the program as a list of spaces make much sense? Moving on with this logic, historically both architects and clients consider a design a solution. A solution to what? A list of spaces? Of course not. The Solution is a solution to a problem more comprehensive than a list of spaces. It is a solution to many other considerations -- cost, site, space, codes, organization, function and activities, climate, etc.

Although some of these considerations are beyond control, your architect has, at some point in the process, to take account of them. The earlier the better, and the more that you are aware of them the more sense the ultimate design will make. Your architect should be given time before proceeding with design to thoroughly analyze the implication of these considerations upon the program -- upon the problem.

Traditionally, once the architect is hired, most clients expect him/her to proceed immediately with the design, in fact most architects themselves are anxious to get on with it. Usually any analysis of these considerations occurs concurrently with the development of the design. It is this concurrent practice which is inefficient and which often leads to solution compromises that are disappointing to both the architect and client. It is this practice by which the problem is defined through design. Such a process represents a trial and error approach and such a process can leave a lot of errors in the solution.

By paying your architect an additional fee for a distinct problem-seeking predesign phase, chances are that cost overruns will be eliminated (or at least minimized), design will proceed more efficiently, the building will work better for you, and the solution will be better in every respect.

This may sound too good to be true, but after personally applying such an approach to projects with a total construction value of more than two billion dollars and after observing the results of projects to which the approach was not applied, I am convinced that a distinct predesign phase is immeasurably advantageous to both client and architect.

PRINCIPLES

There are several principles inherent to a predesign phase. First is the involvement of people. As client, you should appoint an individual within your organization to serve as liaison with the architect and should also involve a number of other key individuals from your organization to explain the operations of the various units, the interrelationships among these units and how these may change through time. As this time may be worth citing a project where the client, the Director of a community college, preferred not to involve his staff in the predesign phase. Upon our insistence, however, we received his skeptical cooperation and reached a point at the end of our analysis when decisions had to be made regarding important operational and organizational alternatives that would ultimately affect the design. By exposing him to operational aspects with which heretofore he had not been aware, he quickly and concisely was able to make the kind of decisions that were required of him. At the completion of this phase he admitted the value of this approach.

A second principle is that programming should be considered as a two-phased process with the first phase devoted to developing project goals, concepts, a budget and a list of spaces, analyzing the site and other considerations, and culminating with a statement of the problem. The later phase should be conducted after the schematic design is determined and should be devoted to identifying detailed requirements of the spaces provided in the design. Such a separation of programmatic information is not the usual practice. The consequences of not separating may be confusion,
a lack of basis for architectural organization, an unrealistic list of spaces, an uncontrolled budget and an unclear understanding of the problem. By not programming in two phases, minor issues may take on the role of major ones and major issues may get lost. Items such as the number and location of electrical outlets or the precise type of interior wall finishes are not major determinants of a design and should consciously be left out of the predesign phase.

Another principle is abstraction. Applying this principle in practice is perhaps the most difficult endeavor for both client and architect. It is easier for us to discuss building-related topics in physical terms. If it can be remembered that it is the basis of a design solution, not the solution, that we are after in the predesign phase, abstraction becomes easier. However, if you, as the client, have certain physical preferences or prejudices, now is the time to communicate them to your architect, but don't expect them necessarily to be realized in the design solution. Remember the potential impact of all those considerations.

The fourth principle is objectivity. It may seem redundant to isolate objectivity in light of the fact that we are discussing an analytical phase. However, in architectural design it is easy to be less than objective about some matters. Our emotions may prematurely inhibit objectivity. The predesign phase is the time to confront the facts in the most clear-headed manner.

If we employ these four principles, chances are greatly improved that you will get a building that will work better for you both upon completion and in the future, that costs will be better controlled, and that the subsequent design and construction phases will be a more satisfactory experience to everyone involved.

**GOALS AND CONCEPTS**

The two elements of a program that are most often overlooked are project goals and programmatic concepts. I have observed so many projects getting out of control because the goals have never been articulated. What do you want your project to do? Do you want to improve the image of your organization through the new building, do you want to allow for future expansion, do you want to allow for future changes of some type, do you have to accommodate a specific number of people, do you have to acknowledge a certain budget? By identifying, articulating and documenting the project goals early on in the process, it is surprising how much more smoothly a project proceeds. It can save an immeasurable amount of time by directing both your and the architect's activities and energies.

Programmatic concepts are seldom developed. What usually happens is that in the exposure of some idea, that idea immediately gets translated into some physical concept such as "one department to a floor", rather than to an abstract programmatic concept such as "organize functional units by department". By abstracting the requirement into a programmatic concept, design options are left open and artificial physical requirements are not prematurely established. Thinking abstractly in developing programmatic concepts is difficult but produces dividends later in the process.

An example may help to amplify the value of programmatic concepts. In reviewing the design of a new junior college building, I observed the location of some classrooms accessible only through laboratories. In pointing out to the architect the probable inefficiency of such an arrangement, a discussion ensued which revealed that the client had pointed out the same thing the day before. The exercise of drawing this arrangement could have been eliminated and a great deal of client and architect time saved had the concept of "general-use classrooms" originally been developed. Such a concept, properly defined and documented, would have communicated to the designer that all classrooms should be accessible to the student body at large. With a stated concept the designer never would have considered such a physical arrangement. It was back to the drawing board for the architect.

**CONSIDERATIONS**

We've already mentioned various considerations that should be acknowledged for their possible impact upon the design solution for the new building. In our discussion of them, one consideration should not be viewed as more important than another. During the predesign phase of your project, however, some considerations will emerge with far greater significance than others. Regardless of purely functional considerations which are of prime importance to you, there are others that may become strong determinants of your building.

**Space**

Prior to selecting the architect, chances are that you have identified the amount of space that you will need. A client sometimes presents the architect with a very specific list of rooms with their corresponding size. Seldom does the client give the architect a detailed list of rooms with corresponding sizes along with a total gross building area. Regardless of the extent and detail of such lists developed by a client, I have never experienced the figures to be completely valid. My observations regarding this matter have concluded that space figures identified by clients are usually generous in size, ambitious in number, and/or do not employ a reasonable building efficiency.

Here it would be useful briefly to discuss "building efficiency". Building efficiency refers to the ratio of programmed space* to non-programmed space*. All buildings consist of both programmed and non-programmed space and there are predictive ratios for each type of building. Some organizations and agencies such as the Building Owners Management Association and the State University of New York have determined reasonable building efficiencies for selective types of buildings through the analysis of a great number of corresponding existing buildings. Such

*sometimes referred to as usable area, net area, or assignable space and non-assignable space respectively.
established figures may be employed directly. I personally find it instructive and useful to conduct an area analysis of the client's existing building(s). Through such an analysis not only may the existing building efficiency be identified, which may be compared with established figures from various sources, but certain existing space standards such as office sizes may be identified and used as a basis for discussion in selecting standards applicable to the new building.

By the completion of the predesign phase, a complete list of programmed spaces should be developed and the resulting total programmed area converted into a realistic gross building area through the use of a reasonable building efficiency. A complete list of programmed spaces with a realistic building efficiency matched to your budget and representing the desired level of construction quality will eliminate the frustration and inefficiency inherent in the more traditional method of identifying necessary spaces and their corresponding sizes through redesigning.

It is time for yet another word of caution. As mentioned earlier, there are predictive ratios for each type of building. A methodology for determining the efficiency of a given floor plan advocated by the American Institute of Architects refers to a type of space called "phantom corridors". Unfortunately the explanation of this methodology is sufficiently vague to allow considerable room for personal interpretation. If an efficiency analysis were completed on the same building by six different individuals, there would probably be six different conclusions. The greatest differences would occur in the identification of "phantom corridor" space. One individual may count it as programmed space, another individual may count some of it as programmed space and another may count it all as non-programmed space. Phantom corridors are non-programmed circulation space not enclosed or defined by walls. Almost every building has some. Some buildings have a lot. If it is counted as programmed space, the building efficiency appears greater than it really is.

How it is counted becomes a numbers game that is sometimes played. To illustrate: open-planned schools or landscaped office space are usually promoted as being very efficient. However, they are generally not any more efficient than traditional versions of their type. The circulation space exists despite the fact that it is not defined by walls. In open-planned schools some efficiency may be gained by the elimination of walls, but many such schools are designed so that internal walls may be constructed later, if desired. Thus the wall space is there. In landscaped office space the movable panels that are used to define individual work stations and to serve as acoustical baffles are substitutes of built walls and consume a surprisingly large amount of space. A large amount of phantom corridor space is there also. The point here is to emphasize the importance of initially employing a reasonable and realistic building efficiency for your project. If it is unrealistic, it will haunt you later by enlarging the gross area and subsequently by increasing the cost or reducing the quality of construction.

Quality

Quality of construction can vary greatly with the selection of materials and finishes. The quality of your project may be established in the predesign phase and without a design. Quality is implied in the unit building cost (dollars per square foot). In the predesign phase it is unnecessary to get into the precise materials or finishes, but nevertheless, options are inherent in the dollar amount of the unit cost. Again a word of caution.

To determine a unit building cost that reflects a certain quality takes experience. That experience must include projects of similar building type that have actually been built. By analyzing the costs of similar projects and by escalating those costs to the same mid-construction date as your project and then adjusting them to the anticipated bidding climate in your locale, a reliable unit building cost may be established that reflects the construction quality that you desire and can afford.

It takes someone with a great deal of experience to have such figures available to him. Architects lacking that experience, however, may obtain such information from other sources. One alternative for the architect is to engage the services of a competent independent cost consultant. The important point here is, regardless of who establishes the budget for your project, be sure that the unit building cost reflects the quality that you expect and can afford, and be sure that the cost has been escalated to the mid-construction date of your project.

Costs

You have undoubtedly anticipated how much you can afford to expend on the project. Usually, however, all costs are not initially included in a budget and, as a result, the client is sooner or later subjected to a shock.

First of course is the cost of the building itself. In addition there is the site development cost that includes preparing the site for construction, bringing utilities to the site and/or to the building, grading the site after construction is substantially completed, paving part of the site for parking, installing sidewalks and exterior lighting, and finally landscaping it. Another cost item is fixed equipment, anything not integrally part of the structure but essential to its operation, such as auditorium seating or drinking fountains. The sum of these three items will represent the construction cost upon which the architect's fees are based. In addition to the construction cost is movable equipment such as chairs, desks or typewriters. Professional fees for the architect, engineer and other consultants should be identified and included in the budget, and a liberal contingency equal to 10-15% of the construction cost should be included. Also included should be a category of miscellaneous cost that budgets funds for topographical surveys, soils tests, and anticipated administrative costs contributable to the project and paid by the client.

Now you may ask how such costs may be identified without knowing what the building looks like or what it will be made of. It can be done. My first exposure to
such a possibility was with a very large project in a foreign country where we had never before had an architectural commission. In the predesign phase we identified a construction budget of $100 million. When bids were received two years later from construction firms from around the world, the winning bid was $100,030,000.

If your architect doesn't have the capability, have him engage the services of a cost consultant. A word of caution here. Cost consultants like to get very detailed. If they have had a great deal of experience with projects similar to yours or if they have access to cost information through other means, they should be able to develop a predesign budget in the form discussed earlier. If they feel more comfortable in developing it first in detail, fine, but then they can summarize it into totals by Building Cost, Site Development, Fixed Equipment, Construction Cost, Movable Equipment, Professional Fees, Contingency, Miscellaneous and Total Project Cost. Such a summary makes it infinitely easier to comprehend where the dollars are going and to control costs throughout the development of the project.

With enough experience and a little research and analysis, the cost items may be identified simply in terms of percentages of the building and/or construction cost. The exact amount of each item will obviously change as the project is developed in greater and greater detail, but the total project cost should remain constant. By the completion of construction documents, the contingency should have been reduced to 3-5% of the construction cost. If everything has been done conscientiously to this point, this amount of contingency will be adequate to cover any minor changes that normally will occur during construction and to accommodate minor unpredicted fluctuations in the bidding climate.

As an example of a Predesign Phase Project Cost Budget let's assume that you are prepared to spend a total of three million dollars for a new elementary school. The funds have become available through a bond issue approved in a public referendum. As part of that referendum the school is to accommodate 600 students and is to be ready for occupancy in September 1980. Construction will take 16 months. Therefore mid-construction will be December 1979 and all costs should be escalated to that date. The School Board is insistent upon a low maintenance building which will require high construction quality. Since the Board already owns the property, no funds have to be expended upon the acquisition of the site.

by researching the Board's experience with the construction of five new elementary schools throughout the past ten years, the unit building cost of $38.00/ SF was determined as a realistic cost that reflected the kind of quality that was desired with a mid-construction date of December 1979. Percentiles were determined by analyzing the actual costs of each item for the five earlier projects.

Once the analysis was completed, the percentiles and unit building cost were applied to the algebraic formula with a total of $3,000,000. In such a way, the affordable Gross Square Feet could be calculated as 54,672SF. Below is the predesign phase project cost budget.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Building cost ($54672SF@$38.00/ SF)</td>
<td>$2,077,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Site development (7% of 1.)</td>
<td>145,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Fixed equipment (8% of 1.)</td>
<td>166,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Construction cost</td>
<td>$2,389,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Movable equipment (10% of 1.)</td>
<td>207,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Professional fees (6% of 4.)</td>
<td>143,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Contingency (10% of 4.)</td>
<td>238,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Miscellaneous (1% of 1.)</td>
<td>20,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Total project cost</td>
<td>$2,999,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employing a building efficiency of 67/33 identified through an area analysis of the other schools, it was determined that 36,630 usable or net square feet could be built with the available funds (54,672 x .67 equals 36,630 NSF). By estimating the total amount of usable square feet that the client could afford, we could then identify the type, number and size of spaces that might be built.

Site
Various aspects of the site represent considerations outside of either your or the architect's control. These may be very significant determinants of the design of your new building. Allow your architect time to analyze those aspects before proceeding with design. The physical characteristics of the site, its shape, topography, sub-surface conditions and views may influence the location and orientation, perhaps even the materials, of the building. Access to the property and potential for circulation within the site may influence the location of the building. Access to existing utilities or the necessity to provide on-site utilities may affect the budget and influence the location of the building. Neighboring buildings may imply a particular scale, influence the materials or establish a particular character for your building. Because of the potential impact of these considerations, it is especially important that physical preconceptions and solutions be disregarded.

Codes, Ordinances, Standards and Regulations
Regardless of the community in which you plan to construct the building, you will have to incorporate applicable building and fire codes and comply with local ordinances. During the predesign phase it is advisable to have your architect identify and document sections of the codes and ordinances that will significantly influence the initial design such as setback or parking requirements.

Depending upon the type of building that you require, certain standards may have to be met, such as minimum size of specific rooms or of window area in specific rooms and minimum unit areas for the capacity of certain types of spaces. Again, your architect should identify and document those standards applicable to your project.

Barrier-free environments (for the handicapped) and other federal regulations may need to be incor-
porated. Any significant regulations affecting your project should be identified and documented early by your architect.

By identifying the significant codes, ordinances, standards and regulations applicable to your project prior to initiating design, you may be more assured that the initial design will incorporate them. In addition, you will understand more fully why certain actions were taken by your architect in determining the design solution.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a predesign phase should not be considered as a project panacea. Subjectivity and emotion will enter into the design phases of a project. Many details will have to be worked out and many decisions will remain to be made. If, however, you do decide to include a distinct predesign phase for your project, those advantages mentioned throughout the article may be realized. Good luck with that new building.

L. W.
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BUILDERS BLOCK

Quality Concrete Masonry Products and many allied building materials. Serving New Mexico and West Texas for over a quarter of a century.

P.O. Box 1633
Roswell, NM 88201
505/622-1321

P.O. Drawer FF
Las Cruces, NM 88001
505/524-3633

Telephone
El Paso
915/532-9695

Pella Products Company of New Mexico
RESIDENTIAL, INSTITUTIONAL, COMMERCIAL

P.O. Box 3311
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87190
Phone (505)345-3501

CALL US FOR BUILDING PRODUCTS MADE BY PEOPLE YOU KNOW. WE DISTRIBUTE STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES MADE BY CURRIES, FINISH HARDWARE MADE BY STANLEY, SARGENT, AND OTHER QUALITY MANUFACTURERS—AND WE GIVE SERVICE.

Grant's
STEEL SASH, DOOR & HARDWARE, INC.
2529 & 2530 FIRST ST. NW · 505/247-8460
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87102